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Chapter 2861: This Prick! 

 

‘What kind of relationship did they have for Sun Jingfei and He Zhengbai to come out together from his 

house? 

She should give these pictures to journalists; they would know best about how to address such images. 

She was not sure at what stage Sun Jingfei and He Zhengbai were. 

She also did not know whether Sun Jingfei knew about her existence. 

This prick! 

Lu Qi glared fiercely at the figures that were in front of her. 

She was clearly He Zhengbai’s wife, but this fact was hidden. 

Another woman had taken the position of being by He Zhengbai’s side. 

He Zhengbai was a prick! 

He felt that she was of no use, so he abandoned her immediately! 

And what about Sun Jingfei? 

She was a daughter of a rich family, but she became a mistress, destroying another’s family and taking 

away someone else’s man. 

She was shameless! 

Lu Qi did not care whether Sun Jingfei knew or not. 

Sun Jingfei was not someone good anyway! 

Lu Qi did not stop. She kept clicking, capturing every action of He Zhengbai and Sun Jingfei. 

Until He Zhengbai sent Sun Jingfei into the car. 

Seeing how thoughtful and attentive He Zhengbai was, Lu Qi thought about how He Zhengbai was also 

like that to her in the past. 

He was attentive, thoughtful, and considerate. No matter what it was, he was meticulous and could 

think a few steps ahead for her. 

Even the details that were unremarkable, he could notice them. 

Things like opening her car door for her were the most basic and ordinary. 

‘When the two were dating and had bought drinks. 

‘When the water was passed to her, the bottle cap had always been opened already. 



If the cap fell on the floor, He Zhengbai would give her his own water without saying another word. 

He would not let her use the cap that had already fallen on the floor. 

While they were walking on the streets, He Zhengbai had always walked on the side closer to the road. 

While the two were together, he would hold her hand. 

During that time, Lu Qi felt that she was so blessed. 

And she was also satisfied with her own charm. 

Because He Zhengbai was taken by her from Lu Man. 

While He Zhengbai was with Lu Man, Lu Qi had seen with her own eyes how good He Zhengbai was to Lu 

Man. 

In the past, Lu Man was not as good as her in all areas. 

She was the one who was loved by everyone. 

‘Whether it was her family’s love, the position in the family, or the success in their career. 

Lu Man was never as good as her. 

Compared to her, Lu Man was like an adopted child; she was not like Lu Qiyuan’s own child. 

However, a Lu Man like this had a boyfriend like He Zhengbai. 

Lu Qi saw with her own eyes how thoughtful He Zhengbai was to Lu Man. 

That time, Lu Man clearly had nothing. 

Xia Qingwei had divorced Lu Qiyuan, and Lu Man was not loved. 

Lu Qi thought back then that if He Zhengbai was her boyfriend, how good would that be. 

She was the princess at home, showered with love by her parents. 

Everything good in the Lu family belonged to her. 

A good boyfriend like He Zhengbai should also be hers. 

At that time, Xia Qingyang had also egged her on. 

After all, because of He Zhengbai’s and Lu Man’s relationship, the Lu family was close to the He family. 

They knew about the conditions of the He family. 

It was rare that there was one member right in front of them. 

The He family, which had He Zhengbai’s back, was not bad, and He Zhengbai was young, the same age as 

Lu Qi. 

No part of him was a drawback for Lu Qi. 



He was learning to be a movie director. The He family would invest a lot in him to help He Zhengbai’s 

career. 

And Lu Qi was an actress.. If He Zhengbai was the director, how could he not cast Lu Qi? 

  

Chapter 2862: Central Air Conditioner 

 

That way, Lu Qi would have resources, and the Lu family would not need to spend a single cent. 

Everything would be covered by the He family. 

Xia Qingyang was plotting to take advantage of the He family. 

The mother and daughter did it for different reasons, but their goal was the same. 

They were taking different routes to the same destination. 

However, Lu Qi did not know that a scum like He Zhengbai was a master in flirting. 

He was Lu Man’s childhood friend, but he became her lover naturally. 

Actually, in his whole life, he had never lacked any admiration from girls. 

Was He Zhengbai really loyal to Lu Man? 

A scum like He Zhengbai, how was that possible? 

Even if he could not really have any developments with that person, he had to capture her heart and 

make her fall so hard in love with him. 

He was like a central air conditioner, warming up the girls around him who were interested in him. 

If he met one who was more open-minded and did not need him to take responsibility, he would have a 

round with her. 

If it was the serious kind, He Zhengbai would just be considerate to her without going to the next stage. 

‘What was the meaning of this? 

It was interesting. 

Even if He Zhengbai could not touch that person, he had to capture her heart completely so that he 

could feel a sense of accomplishment. 

Facing such an experienced person, Lu Qi was no match at all. 

He Zhengbai was also wholeheartedly good to Lu Man before. 

However, after Xia Qingwei and Lu Qiyuan got divorced, Lu Man’s position in the Lu family became more 

awkward, and she was not loved. 

He Zhengbai was reluctant to abandon his childhood friendship with Lu Man and Lu Man’s pretty face. 



After all, Lu Man was more beautiful than Lu Qi. 

However, He Zhengbai still had to give her up. 

In the beginning, he had a foot in both camps, hiding Lu Qi’s and his relationship from Lu Man. This was 

not to protect Lu Qi. 

Actually, he still could not get over Lu Man and had planned to enjoy having more than one partner. 

It was funny that Lu Qi thought that she had taken He Zhengbai from Lu Man. 

She did not know that in reality, He Zhengbai had Lu Qi’s heart on a leash. 

He could see Lu Qi’s jealousy of Lu Man in her eyes, as well as her interest in him. 

So He Zhengbai was purposely good to Lu Man in front of Lu Qi, being considerate, gentlemanly, and 

warm. 

He made Lu Qi like him more. 

As expected, Lu Qj fell into the trap and was hooked by He Zhengbai. 

He even made Lu Qi feel like she was excellent in her technique and did not feel that He Zhengbai was a 

scum. 

However, after Lu Man returned from the rebirth, she cleaned up her past. 

She was like a bystander who had watched her whole past once before, and she saw things even clearer. 

So she had seen through He Zhengbai’s nature. 

If Lu Man knew about Lu Qi’s current situation, Lu Man would just smile without caring. 

This was really good karma. 

Lu Qi made her the one being cheated on. 

Now, Lu Qi had the fate of being cheated on. 

Lu Qi watched as He Zhengbai drove Sun Jingfei away. 

Lu Qi secretly followed behind. 

She wanted to see if she could take more pictures. 

Lu Qi could not help but sneer. 

Help arrived exactly when she needed it. 

Before this, she could not think of anything she could use to negotiate with He Zhengbai. 

After all, looking at the current situation, He Zhengbai had the upper hand. 

He Zhengbai had a huge leverage on her. Although she wanted to discuss conditions with He Zhengbai, 

Lu Qi did not have much hope. 



Who knew that she would be just in time to see He Zhengbai and Sun Jingfei? 

The phrase that Lu Qi wanted to say now was “God is helping me.” 

Lu Qi carefully tailed He Zhengbai’s car. 

She thought that the two were going out for a date. At this time, they must be going to a restaurant to 

eat. 

  

Chapter 2863: Their Joy Could Be Heard from Their Voice 

 

She did not expect He Zhengbai to bring Sun Jingfei home. 

‘When Lu Qi saw that He Zhengbai’s car stopped in front of the house of the He family, she glared at He 

Zhengbai. 

She did not expect that He Zhengbai and Sun Jingfei were already at the stage of seeing each other’s 

parents. 

Lu Qi sat in the car as the corner of her mouth and one side of her face twitched continuously. 

She was furious. 

He Zhengbai had not divorced her yet, but he dared to bring this b*tch home. 

It’s true there were no feelings between her and He Zhengbai. 

After they married, they lived their own lives. 

However, previously, Lu Qi really had feelings for He Zhengbai. 

Or else, why would she have tried everything to marry him? 

She did not hesitate to use Lu Qiyuan’s money to please the He family, and she even put her own 

mother in prison to absolve He Zhengbai. 

All these were done so that she could marry He Zhengbai! 

Even at the beginning of her marriage with He Zhengbai, Lu Qi had hoped to spend a good life with him. 

She wanted to be lovey-dovey with He Zhengbai. 

She did not expect He Zhengbai to turn his back on her after they got married. 

It was He Zhengbai who wronged her first, leaving her behind and flirting with other women. 

Since it was He Zhengbai who was not loyal first, how could he make her stay at home naively? 

After they got married, she was not able to even see He Zhengbai. 

Lu Qi did not know that He Zhengbai was already bringing Sun Jingfei home. 



He Zhengbai was in a rush to divorce her so that he could marry Sun Jingfei. 

Heh! 

Lu Qi sneered. She would not let He Zhengbai have his way so easily. 

Even if she could not prevent He Zhengbai from divorcing her, she would not just give it to him that 

easily. 

He wanted to marry Sun Jingfei? 

She wanted to see if Sun Jingfei knew that she was He Zhengbai’s wife. 

If Sun Jingfei did not know, it meant that she had been deceived by the He family, so the Sun family 

would definitely not let He Zhengbai off the hook. 

‘The He family had big dreams, targeting the Sun family. 

The Sun family could not make them go bankrupt immediately like what the Han Family did to the Xia 

family. 

However, they could still make the He family suffer. 

If Sun Jingfei knew. 

Heh! 

Lu Qi sneered. Since Sun Jingfei was shameless, she would bring shame to her and show everyone! 

Lu Qi took out her phone and took pictures of He Zhengbai holding Sun Jingfei’s waist and bringing her 

into the He residence. 

Awhile after the two had entered, Lu Qi got out of the car. 

She had the key card to He family’s house. 

‘The He residence could be opened by fingerprint or by card. 

Originally, the He residence had her fingerprint in the system. 

However, after Lu Qi moved out, she wasn’t certain whether the He family had cleared her fingerprint or 

not. 

Luckily, Lu Qi was careful and had taken a key card. 

As Sun Jingfei was inside now, if she pressed the doorbell, the helpers of the He family would definitely 

not let her in. 

If she could not enter, how could she reach her goal? 

So now, Lu Qi took out the He family’s key card from her bag and entered after swiping the card. 

Lu Qi purposely trod softly. 



‘There was some distance from the foyer to the living room, so when Lu Qi entered, she was not found 

out. 

From the foyer, Lu Qi could hear talking voices from inside. 

He Zhengbai’s parents were clearly laughing. 

‘Their joy could even be heard from their voice; it was not a laughter of courtesy. 

It seemed like they were very satisfied with Sun Jingfei.. 

  

Chapter 2864: You Who Have No Eyes, Who Are You Calling Miss? 

 

They were not cold like how they were to her. 

Every time they saw her, He Zhengbai’s parents, who were He Qingyang and Yang Lin, had a terrible 

expression. 

Either they ignored her. 

Or they would have a long face, as if she owed them money. 

Previously, when Lu Qi was locked in here, she had to face He Qingyang and Yang Lin every day. 

Even He Qingyang was the same as Yang Lin. He was a man, but he always had the expression of a 

grumbling woman. He had a dead expression every time he saw Lu Qi. 

Spending every day with these people almost made Lu Qi have psychological issues. 

However, why did He Qingyang and Yang Lin not think about how much of the Lu family’s money they 

had used when they were showing her faces? 

They defrauded the Lu family out of their money but still despised her and showed her faces. How 

disgusting was this? 

Suddenly, a helper of the He family walked by and jumped when she saw her. 

Just as she was about to call out, she was terrified by Lu Qi’s glare and did not make a noise. 

Lu Qi was not seen as someone important in the He family. He Zhengbai did not live like a married 

couple with her. Instead, he played outside every day. 

He Qingyang’s and Yang Lin’s hatred for Lu Qi could be seen clearly on their faces. 

So even the He family’s helpers were not dedicated to Lu Qi. 

They looked down on Lu Qi usually. 

Especially because, whether it was before or after Lu Qi married into the family, the people of the He 

family always talked about her. 



They even argued with Lu Qi. 

The helpers were not stupid, and they understood everything clearly by reading between the lines. 

Knowing that Lu Qi was someone who betrayed her own parents, they looked down on her even more. 

Most importantly, the helpers also thought that Lu Qi was extremely stupid. 

In this world, who could be more dependable than your own parents? 

In the end? 

She betrayed her own parents for a man and was bullied after marrying into the He family. 

If this was not stupidity, what was? 

The helpers had been serving the He family for so many years, and they also knew that the He family 

was not a good family. 

However, Lu Qi was dumb enough to treat He Zhengbai like a treasure and think that the He family was 

a good harbor. 

She just had to jump from a place of joy to a pit of flames. 

The helper did not dare to shout not because she was afraid of Lu Qi. 

It was because Sun Jingfei was here. 

The He family members would definitely not recognize Lu Qi’s identity. 

If she shouted all of a sudden and caused a huge mess with Lu Qi, it might end badly for the He family. 

As people working for the He family, this would not be good for them either. 

So this helper remained silent. 

Lu Qi walked over coldly, and the helper pouted in disdain. “Miss Lu, why are you here?” 

‘When Lu Qi heard her form of address, she slapped the helper furiously. “You who don’t have eyes, 

who are you calling Miss? I am the He family’s second daughter-in-law!” 

The helper touched the side of the face that was slapped. Full of hatred, she said softly, “What 

daughter-in-law? The He family has never recognized you, and there is nobody outside who knows. You 

have the audacity to act like a daughter-in-law?” 

The helper sneered. “You’re just someone who betrayed your own parents, and you think you’re so high 

up.” 

Lu Qi was furious. 

These people had this kind of attitude towards her! 

Lu Qi raised her hand and wanted to hit her again. 

However, that helper turned around and went into the living room. 



She could not shout, but she could tell Yang Lin softly and leave it to her. 

Lu Qi also followed the helper inside.. 

  

Chapter 2865: Who Knew He Would Be Such a Son of a B*tch 

 

But she stopped before entering the living room. 

She hid behind the wall. 

Lu Qi saw that in the living room, He Zhengbai and Sun Jingfei sat together, just like a couple. 

And He Qingyang and Yang Lin sat on the couch opposite them. 

He Qingyang and Yang Lin were smiling, looking full of love. 

If people saw this, they would not be able to imagine how harsh and terrible their expressions were 

when facing Lu Qi. 

At this moment, she saw Yang Lin smile as she said, “Zhengbai, Jingfei is such a good girl. You must 

cherish her. I tell you, don’t you dare bully Jingfei.” 

Yang Lin smiled kindly. “Jingfei, if this kid bullies you, or not even bullying, if he so much as makes you 

unhappy, just tell me and I will discipline him!” 

Sun Jingfei smiled shyly and said, “Zhengbai is very good to me. He has never once bullied me.” 

Sun Jingfei turned to look at He Zhengbai. Her eyes were filled with affection. “Besides, he is so 

thoughtful. He won’t make anyone angry.” 

Lu Qi was filled with hatred as she watched. 

Yang Lin was so satisfied with Sun Jingfei. 

‘Whether she was just talking nicely on the surface or not, at least this was clear to see. 

As she thought about Yang Lin’s attitude towards her, Lu Qi could not stop her fingers, which were on 

the wall, from holding it forcefully. 

She was filled with hatred. 

“Mom, don’t you know your own son? Am I someone like that?” He Zhengbai said as he smiled. 

Lu Qi sneered. He Zhengbai was putting on a good act. 

Just going by his face, who’d suspect he was such a son of a b*tch! 

Just as she thought that, she saw He Zhengbai turn to look at Sun Jingfei, smiling as their eyes met. 

The gentle and affectionate look seemed harmonious. 



Back then, He Zhengbai also looked at her with this kind of gentle expression and eyes. 

Lu Qi was furious, and she forgot that before her, He Zhengbai also looked at Lu Man with the same eyes 

and expression. 

Then, she saw Yang Lin take out a box, which was as big as a palm, for Sun Jingfei. “Jingfei, it’s your first 

time visiting. This is a gift for you.” 

Sun Jingfei said immediately, “Auntie, you’re being too polite.” 

Yang Lin smiled and said, “We’re going to become a family soon. Why are you being so courteous with 

me?” 

Sun Jingfei accepted it as she blushed and said, “Thank you, Auntie.” 

He Qingyang’s face was also filled with joy. His usual serious face, which made him seem difficult to 

approach, could not be seen at all. 

He looked friendly and kind. “Jingfei, I am not complimenting Zhengbai just because I am his father. 

Don’t worry, you did not make the wrong choice marrying him.” 

“Iknow.” Sun Jingfei smiled and said, “Zhengbai is really a good man.” 

Yang Lin smiled and jokingly complained about He Qingyang. “Who praises his own son like that?” 

He Qingyang did not mind and laughed. “I am just worried that Zhengbai won’t be able to get a girl as 

good as Jingfei.” 

Sun Jingfei was blushing from their words, and she lowered her head in embarrassment. 

However, it could be seen that she was overjoyed. 

“Jingfei, your uncle’s concer is also my concern. You don’t know that our Zhengbai is… aye! I believe you 

have seen the news from before. However, there are only a few news that can be believed nowadays. It 

was just the journalists’ perspectives. Our Zhengbai is not like what the news says. 

“Furthermore, when he broke up with Lu Man, it’s Lu Man who brought it up..” 

Chapter 2866: Your Fate 

 

“Our Zhengbai did not abandon her because of her abjection. He even tried to get her back after she 

wanted to break up. Unexpectedly, Lu Man hardened her heart. Back then, we felt it was strange too. 

Our Zhengbai was already a young talent in the industry. Why would Lu Man want to break up with 

Zhengbai when she was in such a difficult situation?” 

Yang Lin pouted in disdain. “We only found out afterward that she had already found her next home and 

was doing well with Han Zhuoli. Naturally, she would turn her nose up at Zhengbai. Our Zhengbai was 

stupid to feel guilty towards Lu Man. 



“However, don’t think that Zhengbai can’t get over Lu Man. So many things had happened with Lu Man 

afterward, and our family and Zhengbai’s heart have been completely hurt,” said Yang Lin. 

“Then there’s Lu Qi. Our Zhengbai has no relationship with her at all. Lu Qi kept pestering him, but 

Zhengbai has a good heart and knew that he could not get together with Lu Man’s younger sister even 

after he broke up with Lu Man. He dated Lu Man before, after all. It’s because Lu Qi had been pressured 

so much by Lu Man that she came to ride on our Zhengbai’s wave. 

“Because of his relationship with the Lu family since he was young, although our Zhengbai is very 

dissatisfied with Lu Qi, he did not want to embarrass a young lady, so he did not bother with her.” 

Yang Lin sighed heavily. “Who would have expected that Zhengbai’s soft heart would be his weakness? 

He was misunderstood by the outside world and it became difficult for him to find a girlfriend. However, 

in reality, our Zhengbai is an extremely kind person.” 

Lu Qi even wanted to destroy the wall of the living room now. 

She had witnessed the power of the He family members to distort the truth. 

This whole family was shameless! 

They were so good at lying through their teeth! 

It was no wonder that they could bring up a son of a b*tch like He Zhengbai! 

“Alright, let’s not talk about the past. Let’s avoid making Jingfei unhappy and cause a grudge between 

them,” said He Qingyang. 

“Look at me,” said Yang Lin, full of regret. “Jingfei, I just wanted you to understand that the old rumors 

about our Zhengbai are all fake. Don’t take it to heart. Believe in him.” 

Sun Jingfei smiled and said, “Auntie, don’t worry. Rumors in the outside world are mostly passed on 

from person to person, so it becomes more outrageous every time it is passed on. No matter how much 

you heard, it’s not as good as seeing it yourself. I am with Zhengbai, and I have seen and understood 

clearly Zhengbai’s behavior. I’ve seen what kind of a person he is and what his personality is. I won’t be 

affected by the rumors. 

“Zhengbai was talked about so badly, but he has never come out to talk about Lu Man and Lu Qi. It can 

be seen how much of a gentleman he is.” Sun Jingfei smiled and glanced at He Zhengbai, full of love. 

“They can talk about it all they want. What matters is living your own life. Because of the rumors, they 

missed out on such a good person like Zhengbai. This gave me a chance, so I need to be grateful.” 

“This means that it is your fate!” said Yang Lin immediately, smiling. 

“Mhmm.” Sun Jingfei nodded shyly. 

“Oh, right. When Zhengbai visited your house, how are you parents’ impressions of him? He wasn’t 

rude, right?” asked He Qingyang. 



Sun Jingfei smiled and said, “How can that be? Zhengbai was extremely good, and my parents like him a 

lot.” 

“That’s good, that’s good,” He Qingyang said as he smiled.. 

  

Chapter 2867: You Have the Audacity to Make Yourself Look Good 

 

“Then I will contact your father and decide a time for our two families to sit down together and meet 

up.” 

Sun Jingfei said obediently, “Uncle, you make the call.” 

At this moment, the helper who had been slapped by Lu Qi went behind Yang Lin. 

She lowered her head beside Yang Lin’s ear and whispered while covering her lips with her hand. 

Yang Lin’s expression changed, but she hid it immediately. 

However, this sudden change was still seen by He Zhengbai and Sun Jingfei. 

However, Sun Jingfei was careful and did not say much. 

He Zhengbai frowned slightly. He wanted to ask, but it was not easy to do so as Sun Jingfei was still here. 

Yang Lin smiled and said to Sun Jingfei, “I will go take a look in the kitchen. Let’s eat a simple meal at 

home tonight.” 

“alright,” answered Sun Jingfei, well-behaved. 

Yang Lin got up and walked outside. Once her back was to Sun Jingfei, her face darkened immediately. 

Lu Qi hid behind the wall and saw that Yang Lin was walking over. 

She knew that if Yang Lin came, she would have no chance. 

Lu Qi had heard and seen the fake words and fake looks of He Qingyang and Yang Lin. 

She could not help but think about their attitude towards her. 

The entire He family was not good at all! 

If Yang Lin came, she would not be able to reach her goal. 

So before Yang Lin came, Lu Qi rushed out straight away. 

She almost bumped into Yang Lin, who was trotting towards her. 

Lu Qi despised the He family, so she would not treat Yang Lin like a mother-in-law or an elder. 

She pushed Yang Lin aside. 

Today was the first time that Sun Jingfei came. Yang Lin had especially dressed up nicely. 



She wore a long skirt, which was slightly tight, so she could not take big steps. 

Although she was wearing slippers at home, she almost fell after being pushed by Lu Qi. 

He Qingyang was furious and stood up. “What are you doing!” 

Lu Qi was also enraged. Looking at these disgusting faces, she could not think of anything else; there was 

only a heart full of anger. 

‘Without hesitating, she threw the bag in her hand right at He Zhengbai’s face. 

He Zhengbai’s handsome hair, which he had taken care of, was hit by the bag. His hair was messed up 

and his forehead became red. 

“He Zhengbai, you son of a b*tch!” Lu Qi growled in anger. “You haven’t even divorced me yet and you 

want to marry already?” 

Yang Lin was shocked and afraid that Lu Qi would say more. 

With a sound, she landed a slap on Lu Qi’s face. 

Lu Qi’s face was crooked from the slap. 

“What nonsense are you talking about?!” shouted Yang Lin in anger. 

They had almost connected to the Sun family through marriage. 

But Lu Qi had to mess things up now. 

How could that be! 

Lu Qi touched the side of her face that had been hit. She raised her head, her eyes bloodshot. 

‘The comer of her eye was scratched by the ring on Yang Lin’s finger. 

It could be seen how much strength Yang Lin had put into that slap. 

Lu Qi grinned. She did not care about whether she looked good or not. 

“Nonsense? It’s you guys who are talking nonsense! What you said just now disgusted me!” Lu Qi 

fiercely spat. “Pooh! You’re clearly a b*tch and you have the audacity to make yourself look good! 

“Sun Jingfei, let me tell you. What they said was all fake. Everything is the opposite of what they said!” 

  

Chapter 2868: Laughing Bitterly Through Her Tears 

 

Lu Qi pointed at He Zhengbai. “Do you know he’s married? And I’m the wife!” 

“Don’t spout nonsense!” He Zhengbai strode over furiously, grabbed her wrist, and growled, “Did you 

forget those photos?” 



Lu Qi did not have He Zhengbai’s worries, so she continued at the top of her voice, “I don’t care 

anymore! I’m fine with perishing together with bast*rds like you! You think I’ve got nothing on you? You 

had an extra-marital affair, seducing Sun Jingfei. Does Sun Jingfei know you’re married? If I exposed 

this, you and Sun Jingfei are done for! You think the Sun family will let you all off?” 

Lu Qi sneered, turning to Sun Jingfei. “You’re the third party here, do you know?” 

Sun Jingfei’s expression changed, and she pressed He Zhengbai. “What’s happening here?” 

“So you didn’t know!” Lu Qi cackled. “This bast*rd is in a sham marriage! 

“The two old things said I was the one clinging to He Zhengbai? Bah!” Lu Qi spat. “Had I known he’s such 

a swine, I wouldn’t have married him! He saw that my dad liked only me, and with Lu Man having no 

place at home, she was useless to him, so he sought me out instead. 

“Their whole family only have eyes for profit! You think He Zhengbai really likes you? They’re only 

looking at the Sun family behind you. This whole family has no conscience! They’re all jerks!” Lu Qi 

proclaimed loudly. 

“You’re crazy.” He Zhengbai gripped Lu Qi’s wrist tightly. 

He used so much force, it was as if he was wishing he could crush her wrist to pieces right then. 

Lu Qi was already pale from the pain, but the fury churning in her made her bear the pain in silence even 

if it was unbearable. 

Encountering such a twist in fate really made her able to withstand anything. 

Otherwise, if this was in the past, Lu Qi would have started shouting and crying from such pain a long 

time ago. 

“Pooh! I’m not crazy! You’re just slandering me to hide your panic because I exposed your family’s dirty 

linens!” Lu Qi said shrilly. 

“Sun Jingfei, if you didn’t know he’s already married, then I’ll tell you now. You’ve been cheated by them 

all along! You’ve become the third party! Being with this man won’t bring you good outcomes! Just look 

at me now. 

“We’re both women, so let me advise you: don’t trust him!” Lu Qi said loudly. “And you’re a daughter of 

a wealthy family, so you have no shortage of suitors! Why do you have to be with him and interfere in 

others’ marriage?” 

“You’re crazy!” He Zhengbai roared. 

He quickly said to Sun Jingfei, “Jingfei, she’s just crazy. You know that she’s down-and-out now, so she’s 

pestering me, but I didn’t agree. She’s probably gotten delusional from overthinking, imagining 

everything’s real.” 

He Zhengbai quickly argued, “She thought we really married, but actually, we don’t have anything 

between us at all!” 



Sun Jingfei looked at He Zhengbai, then looked at Lu Qi. 

Then she tumed to look at the furious He Qingyang and Yang Lin, having no idea who to believe right 

then. 

Hearing He Zhengbai’s words, Lu Qi turned towards the heavens and laughed loudly, 

“Hahahahahahahahaha!” 

Tears leaked from her eyes as she laughed, and it was all from bitterness and sadness. 

Who knew that after all her scheming and planning, she’d lose all she could depend on and end up with 

this? 

  

Chapter 2869: Then You’re Nothing Good Either 

 

“You don’t believe me?” Lu Qi stared at Sun Jingfei. “I’ve got the marriage certificates! I can show you! 

“If you still don’t believe me, then you’re nothing good either!” Lu Qi was both angry and anxious. 

It didn’t matter if Sun Jingfei was innocent or not. 

Even if she was innocent, Lu Qi still hated Sun Jingfei. 

“You know he has a family, yet you became the third party eagerly, and for such a ridiculous man! 

You’re a daughter of a rich family, so what do you lack? You just have to become something 

embarrassing!” Lu Qi said furiously. 

He Zhengbai was already through the roof when he kept hearing her call him “thing” and “ridiculous.” 

And now she’s bringing Sun Jingfei into her rants. 

Only to see Sun Jingfei’s angered face. 

Did she really have no inkling of He Zhengbai and Lu Qi’s relationship? 

She’s not a fool either. 

It’s true she pretended to be unknowing and only trusted He Zhengbai while He Qingyang and Yang Lin 

were speaking. 

In reality, who didn’t know about He Zhengbai and Lu Qi? 

Did they think everyone forgot about all those news in the past? 

It’s only that she felt pretty good about He Zhengbai kicking Lu Qi aside for her. 

Didn’t that bring out her charms all the more? 

Managing to snatch someone else’s man right out of their hands. 

Stealing like this made her seem better. 



As for whether He Zhengbai would abandon her for another woman? 

Sun Jingfei wasn’t afraid of this. 

He Zhengbai dared to abandon Lu Qi precisely because she had no more backing and others to support 

her. 

That’s the reason the He family dared to bully her like this. 

But she had the Sun family, and the Sun family was much more impressive than the He family. 

‘Won’t the He family be pampering and putting her on a pedestal? 

It wouldn’t be about He Zhengbai abandoning her for others but about whether he would dare to. 

If someone asked her why she chose He Zhengbai out of so many men from other families? 

She also knew He Zhengbai wasn’t someone reliable. 

But in these times, especially in their circles, what reliable and sincere love existed? 

With men like Han Zhuoli, their wives were extremely fortunate, okay? 

Didn’t Wei Wucai’s cousin Wei Rongxuan also marry badly and had divorced three times already? 

Sun Jingfei was clearheaded. 

Even if men from the eight great families were good, they weren’t people anyone could simply latch on 

to. 

Others only saw Lu Man and the others who had successfully married in. They did not see the many who 

had failed before them. 

Like Dai Yiran, Xia Yixin, Wang Qianyun. None of them had a good ending. 

With these lessons before them, only fools would follow in their footsteps. 

But she was no fool, so she wouldn’t aspire beyond her station. 

As for He Zhengbai, she was even more reassured knowing he was nothing good. 

Knowing someone’s true colors from the start was much better than blindly and wholeheartedly loving 

someone at the start, or letting down their guard over time, only to be betrayed in the end. 

People like them all had marriage alliances within the circle. 

Don’t think that just because she was rich, she could find someone she liked, even if he was a kept man. 

Impossible. 

Having a gigolo for a fling or two was fine, but marriage was out of the question. 

Weren’t those boy-toys all after the money too? 



If one was lucky, he or she could encounter someone good in these marriage alliances between the 

families. 

It’s only that Sun Jingfei grew up in these circles, so she knew clearly what these people usually get up 

to.. 

  

Chapter 2870: There Must Be Some Misunderstanding 

 

Good people were almost nonexistent in this circle. 

Everyone came together for the benefits, calculating against the partner’s family. 

All while having fun outside and having a few side families. 

Hence, Sun Jingfei felt it was better to be with He Zhengbai. 

At least he was rather handsome. 

As long as he was willing to act in front of her, it was rather pleasing to the eye to watch it every day. 

Moreover, she’s the one knowing all of He Zhengbai’s cards, but He Zhengbai didn’t know hers. 

After some time of dating, she already saw through He Zhengbai as a fool who thinks himself clever. 

Such people were the easiest to deal with. 

As long as she knew what kind of person He Zhengbai was from the start and had her precautions 

against him, all was fine. 

And she was extremely pleased with the fact that He Zhengbai was st*pid enough. 

After marrying He Zhengbai, if he was willing to continue acting, then she’d accompany him. 

Seeing his face was enough to satisfy each other’s biological needs. 

If He Zhengbai dared to reveal his true colors, Sun Jingfei had no shortage of suitors outside. 

And with the Sun family behind her, she’s got nothing to be afraid of even if He Zhengbai found out. 

Apparently, the He family had caused some major troubles for the Lu family before. 

Lu Qiyuan entering jail was inescapable after Mo Jingcheng handled the issue. 

But Lu Qiyuan could have struggled for slightly longer had they not been tricked by the He family and 

suffered major financial loss. 

Sun Jingfei sneered in her heart. 

This He family schemed everything, and now they even had their eyes on the Sun family. 



They didn’t even consider whether or not the He family had the ability to play such schemes with the 

Sun family. 

Furthermore, her parents had had plans since long ago. 

They knew what the He family really was like, so they were planning to lay a trap for them too. 

Both parties harbored their own selfish desires and even had the exact same plans. 

The He family thought Sun Jingfei was naive and that they had managed to deceive her. 

Yet they were actually walking into her trap. 

Hearing Lu Qi’s words, how could Sun Jingfei withstand being labeled as the “third party”? 

Though she’d known about Lu Qi and He Zhengbai since long ago, she was playing the unknowing party, 

and so she had to portray herself as innocent now. 

“Miss Lu, if you have proof, just take them out. Simply talking without evidence won’t make me believe 

you. I don’t know anything, How did I become the third party?” Sun Jingfei pasted an innocent facade. “I 

believe there must be some misunderstanding here. 

“Seeing how furious you are, maybe there’s something I really didn’t know, But I can’t let you insult me 

like this.” Sun Jingfei spoke gently, but her words were with conviction. 

Such a gentle but strong image was extremely likable. 

And with Lu Qi at the side appearing like a crazy lady, it underscored Sun Jingfei’s gracefulness and 

elegance. 

Delicate and gentle like a small white flower, able to let many men become protective of her. 

Didn’t Xia Qingyang and Lu Qi use the same tactic to gain their positions back then? 

Lu Qi successfully seducing He Zhengbai with this move meant that He Zhengbai liked this tactic. 

Now, Sun Jingfei’s act instantly made Lu Qi look even worse as a crazy lady. 

Especially with how Sun Jingfei appeared gentle but firm, unwilling to let others ridicule her. 

He Zhengbai watched, and for a moment, he saw a glimpse of Lu Man’s poise in there. 

1 

Instantly, his view of Sun Jingfei changed, becoming even more passionate than before. 

  

  

  

 


